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Abstract: This paper proposed a test bench device to emulate or simulate the electrical impulses
of a wave energy converter (WEC). The objective of the study is to reconstruct under laboratory
conditions the dynamics of a WEC in the form of an emulator to assess the performance, which,
in this case, is the output power. The designed emulator device is programmable, which makes it
possible to create under laboratory conditions the operating mode of the wave generator, identical
to how the wave generator would work under real sea conditions. Any control algorithm can be
executed in the designed emulator. In order to test the performance of the constructed WEC emulator,
an experiment was conducted to test its power output against that of a real point-absorber WEC. The
results indicate that, although the power output for that of the real WEC was higher than the WEC
emulator, the emulator performed perfectly well. The relatively low power output of the emulator
was because of the type of algorithm that was written for the emulator, therefore increasing the speed
of the motor in the algorithm (code) would result in higher output for the proposed WEC emulator.
Keywords: wave energy converter; emulator; point absorber; power take-off; hydrodynamics
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1. Introduction

Converter Emulator System.

The need for a cleaner, cheaper and more reliable source of energy generation has led
to increasing research in several renewable sources to assess their technoeconomic potential
to meet global energy needs [1–6]. To meet this increasing demand for energy and also
solve the issues related to reliability and availability, research on ocean wave energy has
increased in recent times due to the huge energy potential it possesses [7,8]. Wave energy
generation is at its initial stage of development and utilization; however, it presents lots of
possibilities for the future due to its huge potential, relative to electricity production [9–11].
Research shows that the world’s wave energy resources are about 17 TW h/year, with the
highest average wave power located in the mid-latitudes, i.e., between 30◦ and 60◦ [9].
Offshore wave power levels averaged over the years vary from 30 to 100 kW/m and are
located in latitudes of 40–50◦ , as well as smaller power levels further north and south. The
average wave power in most tropical waters is below 20 kW/m [12].
Research toward the design and development of appropriate conversion devices has
been progressive over the years. The design of a particular wave energy converter (WEC)
is usually dependent on the location of its installation in the sea [13,14]. A survey of
WECs showed a variety of designs, namely: attenuators, oscillating water columns, point
absorbers, wave surge converters, overtopping devices and submerged point absorbers.
Each of these systems has its own unique power take-off (PTO) mechanisms and can
introduce fluctuations in grid voltage as a result of their variable power output when
connected to a distribution grid. The variability associated with it is basically a function of
the intensity of the wave for a given time and the dominant wave period [15]. There are,
however, some barriers that have affected the development and use of marine energies,
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such as uncertainties associated with impacts from the marine environment on the wave
farms [9,16,17], immature technology [9,18] and the fact that these technologies are regarded
as economically unviable [19].
Experimental testing of WECs is key in its development; however, sea trials are too
expensive and time consuming, and as a result, it ought to be preceded by small- to mediumscale testing. Even though this does not give a full representation of the performance of the
prototypes accurately, it provides important information to developers, researchers and
investors/entrepreneurs. Testing of models is a critical step in the development of offshore
renewable energy technologies (RETs). It consists of challenges that demand guidance and
experience. Hence, costly mistakes could result in a waste of resources and time [20].
A number of studies have either theoretically, experimentally or numerically assessed
the performance of wave energy converters. Têtu [21] gave guidelines toward the development of WECs; their study also provided some guidance on model testing for WECs.
Tongphong et al. [22] presented a novel WEC known as the ModuleRaft WEC comprising
a floating modular flap and four rafts hinged at the main floating structure. They investigated the motion characteristics, optimization and performance of the model under regular
wave conditions with the ANSYS AQWA model. Results from their study suggested that
the ModuleRaft WEC operates best by utilizing all directions of wave energy by using a
single-point mooring system. Al Shami et al. [23] studied the impact of increasing the total
number of degrees of freedom by adding submerged objects to a point-absorber WEC. This
was aimed at capturing more power with a lower resonant frequency with the same total
mass and volume, similar to that of a piezoelectric vibration energy harvester.
Furthermore, Muthukumar and Jayashankar [24] employed a permanent magnet
synchronous generator based on adjustable speed energy extraction to operate an air
turbine near its maximum power point operation. The study considered an Indian wave
energy plant, wave period, typical wave height and differential pressure/wave power
variation to conduct an offline computation of direct current bus voltage dynamics using
a MATLAB-based transient model of a complete WEC. Blanco et al. [25] proposed a
laboratory test bench for testing a direct-drive linear generator for integration into a WEC.
Their study focused on getting a model for an actuator to generate the behavior of a WEC
in a real sea environment. Hazra et al. [26] presented a paper on emulating dynamic
WEC behavior using a real-time simulator, as well as an induction motor under test bed
conditions. The emulator was made up of a WEC using NI CompactRIO, an induction
motor and an electric drive. Wahyudie et al. [27] designed a laboratory-scale WEC system
grounded on a planar double-sided permanent magnet linear generator. Their aim was
to produce an easy and simple method in the design and optimization of the various
parameters to realize the intended output voltage with physical design constraints.
Testing of WEC devices in a real sea environment is usually designed using test data
obtained from prototype WECs in laboratories. Nevertheless, very little information is
usually available in relation to which electrical arrangement and control system is the
optimum for a WEC, as well as the possible power output of the WEC in a particular
location beforehand, although some simulations can be done. However, according to [28],
such simulations fall short of real data, and this is the research gap this study seeks to
bridge. The objective of the current study is to reconstruct under laboratory conditions
the dynamics of a WEC in the form of an emulator to assess its performance; in this case,
the output power and other parameters depending on the input algorithm. The proposed
WEC emulator device is programmable, which makes it possible to create in laboratory
conditions the operating mode of the wave generator, identical to how the wave generator
would work under real sea conditions. Any control algorithm can be executed in the
designed emulator. This is a unique construction, and it is expected to help in laboratory
sections, reducing the time required for testing and also cost.
The rest of the paper is presented as follows: Section 2 covers a brief description
of wave energy characteristics. The methodology and materials used for the study are
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presented in Section 3. Section 4 covers the results and discussion, and the conclusions are
presented in Section 5.
2. Description of Wave Energy Characteristics
There are several mechanisms that lead to the generation of ocean waves, some of
which include planetary forces or earthquakes; however, most of them are prompted by
wind blowing on the surface of the fluid, known as wind waves. The ocean’s depth and
wavelength determine the velocity, which can be expressed using the dispersion relation
(Equation (1)) [29]:
r


gλ
h
v=
(1)
tanh 2π
2π
λ
where the wavelength is represented by λ, the water depth is denoted by h (m) and g (m/s2 )
represents the acceleration due to gravity.
Research has shown that the diameter of the water particle motion circle declines
with the water depth. Studies also indicate that nearly 95% of energy in waves can be
found between the surface and the depth equivalent to a quarter of the deep-water wavelength [29,30]. A real sea wave may be regarded as a composition of several elementary
waves with varying frequencies and directions, which is in contrast to that of a singlefrequency sinusoidal wave moving in a specific direction. For a per unit area of the
surface of a sea, stored energy equivalent to an average of Equation (2) is connected to the
wave [12]:
Z
2
E = ρgHm0
/16 = ρg

∞

0

S( f )d f

(2)

where the mass density of the sea water is represented by ρ (kg/m3 ), Hm0 represents the
significant wave height for the actual sea state and S(f) signifies the wave spectrum.
The total energy stored in waves is the summation of the potential E p and kinetic Ek
energies for every square meter, as expressed in Equation (3) [31].
E = E p + Ek

(3)

The potential energy (PE) in relation to waves occurs as a result of the elevation of
water, from the trough up to the crest. The average PE for each unit horizontal area can be
computed using Equation (4) [31].
 
ρg
ρg 2 J
Ep =
H
(4)
| A |2 =
4
16
m2
where A represents the amplitude, and H denotes the height.
The kinetic energy (KE) for each unit horizontal area can also be computed using
Equation (5) [31].
 
Z 0
ρ
ρ ω2
J
Ek = ω 2 | A|2
e2kz dz =
(5)
| A |2
2
2 2k
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−∞
In situations where the deep-water conditions do not apply, ω 2 = gktanh(kh) is
employed, hence the kinetic equation results in Equation (6) as
Ek =

ρ
ρ 2
H gtanh(kh)
| A|2 gtanh(kh) =
4
16

(6)

However, tanh(kh) ≈ 1 for deep water conditions, hence ω 2 = gk, and the equation
thus becomes Equation (7).
ρg
ρg 2
Ek =
H
(7)
| A |2 =
4
16
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Therefore, the total energy in the waves results in Equation (8).
E = Ek + E p =

ρgH 2
(1 + tanh(kh))
16

(8)

Equation (3) becomes Equation (9) under deep-water conditions.
E = Ek + E p =

ρgH 2
8

(9)

2.1. Extraction of Wave Energy
The conversion of wave energy is a varying stochastic process as a result of radiation
and diffraction; hence, the theory is usually device-based. There are various pneumatic and
hydraulic power conversion devices that have been technologically advanced or proposed
to transform the movements of waves into mechanical power [32]. WECs have rotating
and reciprocating sections to use hydrodynamic lift forces generated by the flow over a
lifting structure or hydrofoil, creating low speed output and high torque [32,33]. Every
WEC device extracts some quantity of power from the waves according to its efficiency.
Calculations for the power from waves are still not sufficiently explained as a result of
the complexity and the stochastic progression of waves. The energy per wave period also
known as the wave power density (W/m2 ) can be calculated using Equation (10) [32].
Pdensity =

pgA2
2T

(10)

The power for each meter of the wave front and crest length can be expressed as in
Equation (11) [32].
1
ρg2 A2 T
(11)
Pwave f ront =
8π
1
Pcrest length =
ρg2 H 2 T
(12)
32π
In the case of irregular waves, the approximate power per unit of wave front (kW/m)
can be expressed as follows [32]
Pwave

f ront

∼
= 0.42Hs Tp

(13)

where T denotes the period (s), and the peak wave period (s) is represented by Tp . All other
variables are as described supra.
Hydrodynamics of Point-Absorber WECs
Point-absorber WECs oscillate with either single or more degrees of freedom (DoF).
Their linear dimensions are much smaller than usual wavelengths. The buoyancy and
mass of point-absorber WECs are carefully chosen in order to resonate strongly with the
waves. This type of WEC undertakes relative movements against a static reference [34].
As a general rule, in order to consider a WEC as a point absorber, its diameter has to be in
the region of 5–10% of the prevailing wavelengths [35]. They can be grouped according to
the DoF from which the ocean energy is captured. The performance of point absorbers is
better as the frequency of the wave approaches its natural frequency. The most common
WEC devices are the pitching and heaving bodies [34].
A heaving point-absorber WEC’s behavior is comparable to that of a mechanical
oscillator. It consists of a mass–spring–damper system with one DoF, which is exposed to
an external force in the DoF’s direction. [36]. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a point-absorber
WEC. Two forces act on point-absorber WECs. These forces are both from the PTO and
forces from external pressures on the buoy. This can be expressed as follows [31]:
ma = Fpe + FPTO

(14)
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where the acceleration is represented by α, the mass of the system is denoted by m, Fpe
denotes the forces experienced by the WEC from the ocean and its waves as a result of
external pressures and FPTO represents the reaction forces emanating from the power
take-off, which acts on the buoy.
Fpe (t) = Fe (t) + Fr (t) + Fhs (t) + Fd (t)

(15)

where the radiation force is represented by Fr , Fe denotes the excitation force. The drag force
16
represented by Fd and Fhs is the hydrostatic or buoyancy force. The product 6ofofthe
total force and the velocity of the system yield the absorbed power of the oscillating system.
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where the pressure of both the diffracted and incident wave potentials are denoted by pwave ,
n̂ represents the unit vector and the wetted surface of the oscillating bodies is denoted by S.
where
represents an arbitrarily selected phase value for the wave elevation between
It is also possible to use the finite-element method to solve the integral around the
denotes the calculated wave amplitude via the mean square value from
[0, 2π], and
limits of the oscillating systems; on the other hand, in the linear domain, it is assumed that
an irregular wave spectrum, e.g., the JONSWAP spectrum [37].
the wave Fe is the oscillatory force proportional to the elevation of the incoming wave. This
Radiation force is evaluated on the assumption that the incident wave set is zero. The
can be represented as follows [37]:
water surface is still, and the WEC (point absorber) oscillates on its surface, generating
iωt+φω as radiation forces. The forces are
radiated waves, which react with Fthe=point
AFex(absorber
(17)
e
ω) e
computed using Equation (20) [37,38].
In this equation, A is the wave amplitude, the complex amplitude of the Froude–
Krylov and diffraction wave excitation forces is represented by Fex(ω ) , ω is the wave
(20)
=
angular frequency in rad/s, the phase angle between the excitation force and the incoming
wave is denoted by φω .
For a frequency-dependent domain, the radiation force is [37,38]:
(

)

=

( )

+

( )

(21)

The noncausality of radiation damping forces was presented by Falnes [39] for the
time domain, as indicated in Equation (22).
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With respect to the time domain, one can model the wave Fe of a first-order regular
wave using Equation (18).


F(wave
= Fex(ω ) Acos wt + ∅(wω )
(18)
t)
Under the time domain, one is able to simulate wave forces under the excitation of
irregular waves, which can be achieved through the superposition of N different sinusoidal
irregular waves, i.e., starting from n − 1 to n = N. This is modeled as follows:
F(wave
=
t)

N

∑ Fex(ωn ) An cos



w n t + ∅( ω n ) + ϕ n



(19)

n =1

where ϕn represents an arbitrarily selected phase value for the wave elevation between
[0, 2π], and An denotes the calculated wave amplitude via the mean square value from an
irregular wave spectrum, e.g., the JONSWAP spectrum [37].
Radiation force is evaluated on the assumption that the incident wave set is zero. The
water surface is still, and the WEC (point absorber) oscillates on its surface, generating
radiated waves, which react with the point absorber as radiation forces. The forces are
computed using Equation (20) [37,38].
body
x

−−−−→
Fradiation =

pradiated wave n̂dS

(20)

wetted sur f ace

For a frequency-dependent domain, the radiation force is [37,38]:
.

..

Fradiation = cr(ω ) y + m a(ω ) y

(21)

The noncausality of radiation damping forces was presented by Falnes [39] for the
time domain, as indicated in Equation (22).
..

Fradiation = m∞
a y(t) +

Z t
−∞

.

RIF (t − τ )y(t) dτ

(22)

where RIF(t) represents the radiation impulse function in time domain, cr(ω ) denotes the
radiation damping coefficient and m a(ω ) represents the added mass.
The equation solution, differential equations and hydrodynamics can be solved by several methods in the frequency domain and in a semidiscretization way. Urbikain et al. [40]
proposed interesting approaches in that line by giving steps involving solving such equations or the group stability prediction in the straight turning of a flexible workpiece by the
collocation method.
3. Materials and Methodology
The methodology and description of the operations of the proposed WEC emulator
are presented in this section. The experimental approach adopted to validate the designed
emulator is also provided in this section.
3.1. Emulation Technique
The device includes stepper motors because wave generators extract electrical energy
from sea waves and potential and kinetic energy contained in the structure of sea waves.
Wave generators convert it into mechanical energy, then mechanical energy is converted
into electrical energy due to the presence of stepper motors on the board of the wave
generators. The emulator was designed and constructed using the various components in
Table 1. The schematic diagram for the emulator is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Components of the designed emulator.
Number

Designation

Quantity

1

Lead stepper motor

1

2

Driven stepper motor

1

3

RS-25 power supply

1

4

Power supply LRS-350-48

1

5

G210 Driver

1

6

Arduino Nano

1

7

Network socket C14 on REX ANT housing

1

8

Rocker switch 250 V 16 A

1

9

Panel socket 10-0019 red

2

10

Panel socket 10-0019 black

2

11

Switch-push button 250 V 1 A yellow

1

12

Switch-push button 250 V 1 A green

1

13

Switch-push button 250 V 1 A blue

1

14

Liquid-crystal display (LCD)

1

The leading stepper motor in the test bench is designed to simulate the trajectory,
amplitude, period and other parameters of sea waves. The initial data for programming
the operation of the lead stepper motor in the test bench are taken from a reference wave
generator operating in real marine conditions. The initial indicators that are taken from the
operation of the wave generator are time, sea wave height and electrical impulse. After
that, with the initial data available, a mathematical calculation is performed.
The installed stepper motor in the wave generator on the shaft has a gear with a
diameter of 32 mm. Since the wave generator is equipped with a torsion (spring) pendulum,
the reciprocating movements of the stepper motor inside the wave generator come into
resonance with the sea wave. Knowing the period of time and the height of the movement
of the wave generator in space under sea conditions, as well as knowing the diameter of the
gear on the shaft of the stepper motor, we calculated the number of revolutions Rn made
by the stepper motor using Equation (23). We thus obtained the length of one revolution
performed by a stepper motor. Further, the height of the movement in space by the wave
generator is divided by the length of one revolution, after which we obtained the number
of revolutions made by the stepper motor within the wave revolution.
Rn = 32·π

(23)

In the emulator, the initial data obtained are entered by writing a program for the
Arduino board. The program is written on the lead stepper motor. When the device is
started in the specified program, it allows obtaining a 100% reproduction of the operations
of the stepper motor included in the wave generator experienced under real sea conditions
on the slave stepper motor. The proposed emulator is indicated in Figure 3.
3.2. Experimental Setup
The experimental process is described in this section to assess the effectiveness and
performance of the built emulator. The testing of the performance of the designed and
constructed WEC emulator was achieved with the help of an APPA 109 N multimeter, as
well as a laptop to record the values of the experiment, as shown in Figure 4. The output
from the experimental work is presented in the results and discussions section.
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In the emulator, the initial data obtained are entered by writing a program for the
Arduino board. The program is written on the lead stepper motor. When the device is
started in the specified program, it allows obtaining a 100% reproduction of the operations
9 of 15
of the stepper motor included in the wave generator experienced under real sea conditions
on the slave stepper motor. The proposed emulator is indicated in Figure 3.
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that it has high efficiency because only up to three energy conversions are necessary [21].
The experiment considered only the heave motion of the wave.
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4. Results and Discussion
The results and discussion from the experiments are presented in this section. The
emulator device is programmable, which makes it possible to create under laboratory conditions the operating mode of the wave generator, identical to how the wave generator
would work in real sea conditions. It allows the user to set different programs, with different amplitudes, heights, periods and other initial values of sea waves as a renewable
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4. Results and Discussion
The results and discussion from the experiments are presented in this section. The
emulator device is programmable, which makes it possible to create under laboratory
conditions the operating mode of the wave generator, identical to how the wave generator
would work in real sea conditions. It allows the user to set different programs, with different
amplitudes, heights, periods and other initial values of sea waves as a renewable energy
source. The test bench, according to a given program, will generate electrical impulses that
are close to real conditions as much as possible. This allows in laboratory conditions to
conduct scientific, educational, engineering and design work on the processing of electrical
impulses and construction (design) of a further electronic circuit of wave generators.
In assessing the performance of WEC, one of the parameters of major concern is its
average output power because the total energy production is associated with the average
power rather than the maximum power. The average absorbed power over a single
wave period for a sinusoidal wave is equivalent to half of the maximum power [41]. The
performance of the emulator relative to its voltage output is presented in Figure 7b, which
is compared to the real WEC output in Figure 7a. Figure 8a,b also indicates the power
output of the emulator and WEC, respectively. The results from the two figures show a
significant disparity between the WEC and the emulator. The power output for the WEC is
higher than that of the emulator. This disparity is a result of the differences in the speed
level of the motor. The program (code) written to operate the emulator has a slower speed
with respect to the operations of the motor. As a result, the power output of the emulator is
lower. This is not because the emulator cannot perform, but it is a result of the program
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As indicated in Figure 8, both systems provided fluctuated power, which reflects the
The
results
the experimental
analysis
byWEC,
an earlier
with the
behavior offrom
an incident
wave. In the
case are
of aconfirmed
direct-drive
the study
fluctuations
can be
samesmoothened
WEC [43], which
identified
that
the
power
capacity
of
the
unit
is
within
the
range
of
with the integration of an energy storage system. The appropriate
technology,
which seems to be the best relative to the flattening of the power of such systems, is the
inclusion of supercapacitors [42], which future studies by authors are going to consider.
The results from the experimental analysis are confirmed by an earlier study with the
same WEC [43], which identified that the power capacity of the unit is within the range of
20 to 60 W. According to the study, the power of a WEC can be increased when a number
of WECs are combined to form a single cluster.
5. Conclusions
A WEC emulator was developed and presented in this paper. This emulator was constructed to serve as a substitute for a WEC in laboratories for the performance assessment
of a WEC as if it were in a real sea environment. This is expected to help researchers in
the wave energy industry to cut down the cost and time associated with the testing of
WECs in a real sea environment. The main objective of designing and constructing such a
system has been achieved. An experiment was conducted with a WEC emulator based on
an initial program (algorithm) that was written to test its performance. The outcome was
compared with experimental data from a mini point-absorber WEC designed and patented
by one of the authors of this paper. The results showed that the newly built WEC emulator
has a relatively small output power compared to a real WEC. This can be attributed to
the speed of the motor in the program written for the emulator. Increasing the speed will
increase the output power of the emulator. This means that the proposed WEC emulator is
an important tool that can be used in the wave energy industry to assess the effectiveness
of a designed WEC prior to construction and deployment. The emulator has been designed
in such a way that any control algorithm can be executed in it.
This work is, however, the initial aspect of the development and assessment of the
current project. There are other future studies that have to be conducted to test the
performance of the emulator further. Such studies will include the simulation of the
developed emulator in some engineering tools such as MATLAB to be able to conduct
a more dynamic assessment of it. This will help to obtain more results to compare with
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other models. However, the main objective of building the model has been achieved. With
respect to the device, the following are the future plans:
1. At the moment, work is underway to modernize the test device. A number of
changes have been made to the design documentation aimed at a significant reduction in
the size of the device. This set of measures should make it possible to reduce the cost of
manufacturing the device during serial production.
2. It is planned to create one more additional program of the device operation algorithm.
3. The next step is to create a menu program for the device interface, which will
allow the first and second programs of the operating mode code, as well as several more
programs, to be simultaneously placed in the device.
6. Patents
The prototype WEC in this paper, as indicated in Figure 1, used for the experimental
analysis is protected under Russian Law (Patent Number: 139434).
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